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Abstract - Тhе goal of this paper is to introduce and examine three feature 

extraction techniques for the dynamic integration of classifiers with regard to their 

application to medical proЫems modelling. In this paper, we evaluate -accuracy of 

FEDIC algorithm for the proЫem of the rnodelling of acute aЬdominal pain, and 

Liver Disorders data set from the UCI machine leaming repository. 

Introduction. Current electronic data repositories, especially in medical 

domains, conta.in enormous -al'no\Пlts of data. These data include also cuпently 

unlcnown and potentially interesting pattems and relations that can Ье uncovered 

using knowledge discovery and data mining methods. Inductive leaming systcms 

were successfully applied in а number of medical domains, e.g. in the localiz.ation of 

а primary tumor, prognostics of recuпence of breast cancer, diagnosis of thyroid 

diseases, and rheumatology. 

Numerous data mining methods have recently Ьееn devcloped to cxtract 

knowledge from these large databases. Selection of the most appropriate data-mining 

method or а group of the most appropriate methods is ~ty not straightforward. 

Often the method selection is done statically for al1 new ipatpcea-of the domain area 

without analyzing each particular ~ew instance. U~y Ьetter data mining results 

can Ье achieved if the method selecnon is done dy:namicalJy taking into account 

characteristics of each new instance. 

Recent research has proved the Ьenefits of j:he-use d ensemЫes of classifiers for 

classification proЫems [2]. An ensemЫc is ~ften QtOre ассшаtе than any ofthe single 

classifiers in the ensemЬle. The ~1с approach entails two essential questions: 

( l) which classitiers to "1~-~. \ht,~jS of the еnзеmЫе (generation of the base 
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classifiers) and (2) how to combine their individual predictions into а single final 

classification (the integration procedure). 

Both theoretical and empirical research have demonstrated that а good ensemЪ!e is 

one where the base classifiers in the ensemЫe are both accurate and tend to еп in 

different parts ofthe input space (e.g., have high diversity in their predictions). One 

efficient way to construct an ensemЫe of diverse classifiers is to use different feature 

subsets. The second issue in creating an effective ensemЫe is the choice of the 

function for comЬining the predictions of the base classifiers. lt was sbown that 

increasing coverage of an ensemЫe through diversity is not enough to insure 

increased prediction accuracy - if the integration method does not utilize coverage, 

then no Ьenefit arises ·from integrating multiple models. 

In many real-world applications, numerous _features are used in an attempt to 

ensure accurate classification. If all those features are used to build up classifiers, 

then they operate in high dimensions, and the learning process becomes analytically 

and computationally complicated. For instance, many classification techniques are 

based on Bayes decision theory or on nearest neighbor search, which suffer from the 

so-called "curse of dimensionality" due to the drastic rise of computational 

complexity and classification error in high dimensions [3]. Hence, there is а need to 

reduce the dimensionality of the feature space before classification. 

Feature extraction is а dimensionality reduction technique that extracts а subset of 

new features ftom the original set of features Ьу means of some functional mapping 

keeping as much information in the data as possiЫe [3]. 

Dynamic Integratlon of Classifiers with Iпstance Space Transfonnatfon. In 

this paper, we consider the use of featu!6 ·extraction in order to соре with the curse of 

dimensionality in the dynamic iiltegration of classifiers. We propose the FEDIC 

(Feature Extraction for Dynamic Integration of Classifiers) algorithm, which 

combines the dynamic selection, dynamic voting and dynamic voting with selection 

integration techniques (DS, DV and DVS) with the conventional Principal 

Comp6nent Analysis (РСА) and two supervised eigenvector-based feature extraction 

approacbcs (that use the within- and between-class covariance matrices). Тhе first 
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eigenvector-based approach is parametric, and the other one is nonparametric. Both 

these take class infonnation into account when extracting features, in contrast to РСА 

[3]. 

The FEDIC leaming model that was introduced in [4] consists of five phases: (1) 

the training ofthe base classifiers phase; (2) the feature extraction phase (FE); (3) the 

dynamic integration phase (DIC); (4) the model validation phase; and (5) the model 

testing phase. The model is built using а wrapper approach, where the variaЫe 

parameters in РЕ and DIC can Ье adjusted to improve perfonnance as measured at 

the model validation phase in an iterative manner. 

Experiments. Тhе experiments are conducted on three targe data sets with the 

cases ofacute aЬdominal pain (ААР): (1) Small-AAP I, (2) Medium-AAP П, and (3) 

Large-AAP Ш, with the numЬers of instances equat coпespondingly to 1254, 2286, 

and 4020 and the BUP А Liver Disorders data set from the UCI machine learning 

repository [1). ААР data sets represent the same proЫern of separating acute 

appendicitis (class "appendicitis"), which is а specia1 proЫem of acute abdominal 

pain, from other diseases that cause acute abdorninal pain ( class "other diagnoses"). 

Тhе early and accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis is stШ а difficult and 

challenging proЫem in everyday clinical routine. 

То construct the ensernЫes of classifiers we have used the EFS_SBC (EnsemЫe 

Feature Setection for the Simple Bayesian Classification) algorithm. Experirnent 

design was done as in [4]. 

Results and Dlscusslons. Frorn ТаЫе 1, one с~ see that for the Large АРР Ш 

data set every approach give~ Jmost the same асс~су. On the Medium АРР П data 

set static integration (ЬestSIC) is better than the simple globat Bayesian classifier 

(Вауеs); dynarnic integration (ВestDIC) shows Ьetter results than the static one; 

dynamic integration in the space of transfoпned features (ВestFEDIC) does not 

influence on the accuracy results significantly (the statistical significance is checked 

with the l-tailed Student t-test with 0.95 level of significance). On the Small АРР 1 

data set the situation is completely different: simple Bayes, static selection and 

dynamic selection show almost the same accuracy results, while feature extraction for 
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dynamic integration significantly improves the accuracy. 

Тhе mean of sensitivity and specificity (or average class accuracy) on the Small 

АРР 1 data set rivals the Ьest previously puЫished results for this data set [20). 

ТаЫе 1 - Classiflcation accuracles for ААР data set.s 

Large Medlum Small 
ААР 111 AAPll AAPI 

Bayes о.~1 0.523 · 0.769 
ЬestSIC 0.848 0.544 0.771 
ЬestDIC· 0.848 ' 0.566 0.772 
ЬestFEDIC 0.848 0.558 0.782 
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